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Student + Teacher + Artwork = Confusion

Consider three hypothetical scenes: A, a teacher wanders into your classroom or
studio when you’re not there, and sees your work. B, you walk in, but you don’t say
anything. C, you start explaining your work.
A. Teacher + Artwork. An artwork implies a creator. As viewers we construct—
often without trying, or being aware of what we are doing—entire personalities for
artists based on what we see of their works. It’s not necessarily that we try to picture
how the artist works or what kind of a person she is when she’s at home: it’s that our
response to a work involves a story of some sort, a story we tell ourselves, about the
kind of person who would make such a work. After poststructuralism, people have
been wary of saying they care too much, or know to much, about what the artist
intended. But art that doesn’t give us some sense of the artist’s intention will seem
random, irresponsible, or unaccountable. Some aestheticians say that an artwork
without a notion of the maker’s intention cannot even appear as an artwork: it will
look like a random configuration of marks.1 Whatever guesses we make about the
artist’s thinking are probably wrong, but that is what enables us to understand work
to begin with. What I mean to emphasize here is that a version of the artist is already
present in every teacher’s mind when she looks at an artwork, even if she hasn’t seen
the student who made the work.
B. Teacher + Artwork + Student (no sound). The situation is complicated when
the teacher sees you, because it is a natural human reaction to form an idea of a
person even before she speaks. Just by looking at you, your teacher will immediately
have some sense of you as a person, and even a vague notion of what kind of work
you might make. In a critique, when it’s clear you made the work, your teacher has to
square her notion of you with the sense of you that she gets from the artwork itself.
Two implied personalities that have to be correlated: the one implied by the work,
and the one you project just by being in the room. It is simpler, by comparison, to
look at art in a museum, because then you only have one kind of intention to think
about, the one apparently embodied in the work. The artist isn’t usually around
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to confound your assumptions. It’s a cliché to say that the impression you have of
someone based only on their appearance is bound to be wrong: but the fact remains
that we all have such ideas floating in our heads. It’s the same with point A: I know
that my notion of the kind of artist that would make a work is bound to be wrong:
but without some notion, I can’t actually continue perceiving the work as an artwork.
This can also happen in reverse: the teacher meets you first, and then sees the
work. A few years ago I was in a critique with a very quiet, neatly dressed student,
and I guess I had a kind of idea about the work he probably did. I had seen some
of his pictures based on paint-by-numbers kits, but they didn’t prepare me for the
work he showed, which was Polaroids of toilets in the men’s rooms of gay clubs. He
hadn’t even taken those pictures himself—he had loaned his camera to men who
were on their way into the washroom, telling them to photograph whatever they
chose. The studio was full of large pictures of toilets, some of them full. The student
was clean and quiet. When there is a strong disparity between the student himself
and the kind of person implied by the work, it can be hard to get a good critique
started. Unconsciously, we all require at least a minimal sense of a single, coherent
personality—an intentionality—behind the work. (In that case, it was easy for me to
tell myself a story about the repressed, button-down person I saw in the studio and
his gross-out artwork.)
C. Teacher + Artwork + Student (with sound). So it can already be confusing
for a teacher when you don’t seem to look or behave like the person whom your
teacher thinks might plausibly make your work. In addition students usually speak
in critiques. The moment you say a few words the critique is decisively changed.
Your teacher then has three versions of you to contend with: the reconstructed
intention implied by the works, the persona implied by your appearance, and
whatever explanatory narrative you offer. When the critique gets underway the
situation is compounded by the fact that everyone in the room is working with
slightly (or wildly) different ideas of the kind of person who would make such an
artwork, of the kind of person who would look like you do, and of the kind of ideas
you’re actually expressing.
Everything in a critique matters. It matters where you stand, how you look,
what tone of voice you have. In addition to what’s actually said, there are all the
subliminal accompaniments of speaking—your offhanded gestures, your sighs
and nods, your pose and attitude. I’ve even seen dancing and miming in critiques:
gestures enrich the critique—after all, they’re nonverbal elements of communication,
just like the visual art that is under consideration.2 (Critiques aren’t the same as
reading or listening to a lecture, and all the differences count.3) A shy artist, for
example, might make panelists gentle and earnest in their reading of the work, or
it might make them think the work itself is antisocial. An artist who speaks about
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family relationships will make panelists think of their own family relationships, and
might prompt them to bring in themes and images from family life. I had a student
a few years ago who painted lovely landscapes, interiors, and vases of flowers. One
of his paintings was a lesbian couple making love. It was obviously lifted from a
pornographic magazine. The student insisted it wasn’t pornographic, but just a
lovely composition with two blondes. When he said that, my whole idea about him
fell apart: I realized I had to rethink my idea of him as a person, and also reconsider
my interpretations of his other paintings. For a teacher it can be hard enough to
achieve a coherent sense of the student, her words, and her work.
I don’t mean to say you have to script every word you say and choreograph
every move you make: you couldn’t do that anyway, and even if you could you
couldn’t predict what a teacher would make of it. My moral is simple: critiques are a
heady mix of invented and projected meanings, and it helps to be aware of just how
complicated that mixture is.

14
All the Ways to Fail

Strangely, there are many more words for failed artwork than for successful artwork.
Here are some I gathered at the School of the Art Institute one year. It’s a long list,
just for fun:
Didactic
Anachronistic
Fancy
Pretty
Merely pretty
Vague
Just fun
Easy
Almost insulting
Boring
Bland
Dull
Painfully dull
Unintelligent
Stupid
Trite
Doesn’t make sense
Has useless additions
Uninvolved
Dishonest
Immoral
Stupidly, gratuitously immoral
Unreflective
Over-controlled
Uncontrolled

Impersonal
Careless
Makeshift
Thoughtless
Been there, done that
Poor composition
Maudlin
Melodramatic
Too sci-fi
Schlocky
Garish
Kitsch
Not close enough to kitsch
Its only thrill is how close it can get to
kitsch
Not kitschy enough
Unaware it’s humorous
Distracting use of medium
Obvious
Blunt
In your face
Gratuitous appropriations
Obscure
Obscure, bordering on obtuse
Condescending
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Weak
Thin
Odd
Not odd enough
Too much
Self-serving
Too amiable
Simple
Simplistic
Literal-minded
Corny
Ridiculous
Awful (“bloomin’ awful,” etc.)
No motivation
Sexist
Silly
Too light
Too dark
Finicky
Unstable
Neither accessible to all, nor accessible
to none
Colors dissonant
Colors too harmonious
No congruence between artist, aim, and
result
Cute
Too cute
Cutesy
Sweet
Campy
Stale
Mismatched styles
Half-hearted
Disengaged
Less than overwhelming
Too overwhelming
Just too much
OTT

Heartless
Repetitive
Incoherent
Too satisfying
Plays to the audience
Manipulative
Looks lousy
Commercial
Overly commercial
Subject matter and idea are disconnected
Form and content are disconnected
Too serious
Too corporate
Too manly
Unfocused
Pointless
Aimless
Hopeless
Senseless
Mindless
Painless
Apathetic
Lacks apathy (too committed)
Wash-out
Unconvincing
Unconfident
Waste of time
Hypocritical
Happy
Amiable
Easy
Funny, but so what?
Self-censored
A one-liner
An ad
Too slick
Cheesy
Smooth
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Cultish about the avant-garde
Looks like art
Too trendy
Wrong medium
Propaganda
Illustrates a theory
Too systematic
Formulaic
Makes no sense, but seems like it should
Just tossed off
Badly done
Mystical
Spiritual
Not spiritual
Intentions unclear
Intentions too clear
Meaningless
Empty
Bullshit
Lets the critics dictate its meanings
Implies a meaning, but has none
Not in control of possible meanings
Indecisive
Not sick enough
Fake-o psychotic

A cliché
Propaganda
A slogan
A message
Intrusive
Heavy-handed
Contrived
Merely aesthetic
Not aesthetic enough
Tries too hard
Lost
Naïve
Cloying
Sentimental
Romantic
Romanticizing
Just plain ugly
Junky
Offensive
Disgusting
Not disturbing enough
Not extreme enough
Not weird enough
Derivative
Interesting

Notice the last word on the list. Even interesting work can be a failure! You’ve
probably heard a line like this:
“Hmm, yes, that’s very interesting.”
You can hear the boredom. It might mean, “I have next to nothing to say about
this,” or it might mean, “Hmm, no, that’s not really interesting at all,” or it might
mean, “That’s just interesting, not really compelling,” or it might mean, “God, I wish
I was at home watching TV,” or, if you’re lucky, it might mean, “I can’t see much in it
at the moment, but you’ve got my attention. I might think of something in a while.”
Philosophers know that “interesting” is an especially interesting word, because it
tends to replace older aesthetic criteria such as “good” or “successful.”1 It’s valueneutral. But in this context, it’s less a matter of what in the world “interesting” might
signal in relation to aesthetic, as it is a matter of what in the world it might cover up.
In 2011, I posted this list of failure words on Facebook, asking if people had any
to add. I got lots more:2
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Sucks hard
Depraved
Risqué
Jejune
Over-ambitious
Under-ambitious
Arch
A knock-off
Predictable
Shambolic
Traditional
Conventional
Counter-productive
Esoteric
Mild
Complacent
Safe
Insincere
Savvy
Cynical
Plagiarized
Lacks rigor
Lacks discipline
Lacks commitment
Artsy
Too artsy
Not artsy enough
Doesn’t sing
Hackneyed
Ham fisted
Sloppy
Cold
Tone deaf

Too uptight
Anal
Doctrinaire
Doctor in the house?
Academic
Stiff
Stuffy
Stolid
Oppressive
Out of touch
Need to stand back
Need to get a life
Need to settle down
Need to apply yourself
Frivolous
Immature
Dabbling
Amateur
Unsophisticated
Over-sophisticated
Knowing
Negative
Neurotic
Nice
Self-indulgent
Perfunctory
Provincial
Chocolate-box
Cod surrealist
Bourgeois
Twee
Dated
Prolix

(The last few of those are very English.)
The list of words for failure is bewilderingly miscellaneous: it seems to have
no rhyme or reason, as if anything, anytime, can be called a failure for any reason
whatsoever. Basically, that is true. I will explain why when I list some words for
success, later in this book (chapter 35).3

15
Five Kinds of Critiques:
1. The Silent Teacher Critique

Starting with this chapter, I’ll look at five kinds of critique: the Silent Teacher Critique, the Conceptual Critique, the Boot Camp Critique, the Silent Student Critique, and the Anti-Critique.1 No doubt there are many more! But if this were a field
guide to critiques, these would be five common species.
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In her book Seven Days in the Art World, the sociologist Sarah Thornton describes
a day-long critique held at CalArts in 2004 by the conceptual artist Michael Asher.
He started at 10 AM and finished at 1 AM, with breaks for food. The class critiqued
three students’ works, so on average they spent over five hours on each student. I’ll
have something to say about super-long critiques in chapter 43. For now, what’s
important is that Asher barely spoke, all day long. The students talked, and every
once in a while Asher said something. He didn’t speak at all for the first three and
a half hours of the day, and then when he spoke it was just one sentence, said to
a student who was showing graphite drawings: “Why didn’t you enter the project
through language or music?”2
This is a good example of a sort of critique I call the Silent Teacher Critique.
The teacher’s idea is that art is something that happens by exploration, not direct
instruction. It happens by fits and starts. You never know exactly when a student
will be ready to absorb an idea, or to hear something. From a teacher’s point of view,
it seems important not to preach, not to be an authority figure. The student has
to discover or rediscover her practice in the confusion and open-ended forum of
public conversation. Thornton quotes John Baldessari saying “students need to see
that art is made by human beings just like them.”3
Here are some pros and cons of the Silent Teacher critique:
From a student’s point of view, the Silent Teacher critique can be daunting,
because you won’t ever really know what the teacher thinks. The Silent Teacher
strategy does not necessarily break down the authority of the teacher: in fact it usually
builds up that authority to mythic proportions. It may also be frustrating, because
you’ll be at the mercy of your fellow students: they might be supportive and helpful,
but they might also have lots of irrelevant ideas that you can’t use. The longer the
conversation among students continues, the less it’s likely to have any direction. The
entire experience can seem like a free-floating exercise in meandering, disconnected
free association. You may miss the teacher’s guidance, and you may wonder if your
tuition money is being well spent. I heard about a term at Goldsmiths in London,
where the tutors decided not to speak at all: that’s twelve five-hour sessions of silence
from four tutors (teachers). The student who told me this says sometimes it worked,
but most of the time the other students spoke in order to score points with the
teachers.4 If you’re in a Silent Teacher critique, the best thing to do is be your own
moderator: ask your fellow students to elaborate on their thoughts. Follow up on
what they say. Ask questions about your work. Don’t worry about what the teacher
might be secretly thinking.
From a teacher’s point of view, the Silent Teacher critique can be a great way to
start conversations in a big class. Students who are normally silent sometimes say
the most interesting things. I’ve heard of several cases where teachers take notes
instead of speaking—an interesting way of using the silent time, and returning to
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it later in a different form.5 It’s also worth saying that the Silent Teacher critique is
easy: it doesn’t require work. Insights come from unexpected places, and especially
if you’re the lecturing type, who talks through the entire class, it can really help to
stop talking and listen.
(My own opinion: as far I am concerned, the Silent Teacher strategy is also
an enormous missed opportunity. As a teacher, you can find coincidences and
resonances between students’ thoughts; you can order and correlate disparate ideas;
you can ask the students to develop their thoughts; you can explain their references;
you can put order, where it belongs, into the chaos of free conversation; you can
distinguish between random thoughts and pertinent ones; you can check students
who make speeches, and encourage those who need to speak more; and, above all,
you can throw light on the students’ ideas, showing where they come from, how
they connect to current art, how they might be used. The list of possibilities is
practically endless, and they are all given up in the name of conversation: but is
conversation that fragile? Will your intervention really spoil the chance of real open
dialogue? Even if you don’t believe in your authority as teacher, that doesn’t mean
you shouldn’t speak. Authority comes in many forms, and silence is one of the more
coercive. At least speaking is always performative, tentative, exploratory. Silence is
authoritarian. And one more thing: it’s also the case that not all silences are equal.
Michael Asher’s art practice is itself practically invisible; it’s a carefully positioned
conceptual art practice, and his kind of silence is not a neutral silence. It’s not just
anyone’s silence. It is itself an art practice, and by putting his practice to work in the
critique, Asher is effectively as coercive as the most insistent pedagogue.6)

16
What if You’re Asked to Talk
About Your Work?

Teachers who practice the Silent Teacher Critique usually ask students to begin by
making statements. Sometimes those statements break down. The student runs out
of things to say, and begins to doubt herself. She flounders, tries to find more words,
but can’t. Sometimes the student is very confident, and makes a set speech. Then
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she just stops and looks around defiantly, as if to say, Try to analyze that. Usually
the student prepares some thoughts in advance, but public speaking isn’t the easiest
thing, and the thoughts might come out too confident, or too confused, or too
quickly. The speech might be over before it has started, and then the Silent Teacher
might say, “Please, can you say a bit more?” It isn’t easy to talk in public, especially
if you’re standing next to something you’ve just made, something that doesn’t even
really make sense to you yet.
If you’re asked to give a short introduction to your work, the best thing is to
be as informal and honest as possible. You can memorize some talking points,
like “Explain the choice of cowboys,” “Say something about how my printmaking
technique is progressing,” or “Describe the idea for next semester.” It helps to have a
short list of things in your mind. But it’s usually not a good idea to prepare too much
of a speech. Here are some good things to say to get people started talking:
t*EMJLFUPTBZBGFXUIJOHTBCPVUUIJT BOEUIFO*EMJLFUPIFBSXIBUQFPQMF
have to say.
t*DBOUFMMZPVTPNFPGNZJEFBTBCPVUJU
t*GZPVEMJLFUPIFBSXIBU*WFCFFOSFBEJOH *DBOUFMMZPV PSXIBU*WFCFFO
thinking about, or who I’ve been looking at…
These are all open-ended and friendly, which helps conversation get started. On
Facebook, I asked what some of the worst opening lines are, and got this fabulous
list:
t i*N GFFMJOH GSBHJMF SJHIU OPXw1 (It’s best not to say this because it puts
teachers in a bind, and besides, it’s true for everyone.)
t i/POF PG UIJT XPSL JT ĕOJTIFE w PS i*N KVTU FYQFSJNFOUJOHw2 (This may
be true, but if you broadcast it, you’re saying that whatever a teacher thinks won’t
apply.)
ti*EMJLFUPSFBEUIJT XPSEBSUJTUTTUBUFNFOUUIBUTFUTPVUUIFHFOFSBM
theory of my practice.” (More on this in a moment.)
ti*EMJLFUPEFTDSJCFBQJFDF*EMJLFUPNBLFw3
ti"OEUFMMZPVXIBUFMTF*QMBOUPEPUPUIFQJFDF XIBU*XBOUFEUPEPCVU
didn’t have the money for, and what I wanted to do but didn’t have the time.”4
ti*IBWFOUTMFQUJOGPVSEBZTw5
ti*SBOPVUPGNPOFZ *SBOPVUPGTQBDF *SBOPVUPGQBJOU *SBOPVUPGUJNF 
I ran out ideas, I ran out of....”6
ti*NBEFUIJTGPSNZTFMGw7
ti*BNUSZJOHUPTIPXUIBUQBJOUJOHJTOPUEFBEw8
tićJTQJFDFTQFBLTGPSJUTFMG PLBZ w9
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ti:PVQFPQMFBSFOPUUIFJOUFOEFEBVEJFODFGPSNZXPSLw10
ti8IBUFWFSZPVTFFJOJUJTPLBZXJUINF wPSiYou tell me what my work is

about.”11

Many art departments and art schools offer courses on writing artists’
statements. (Some also offer courses on writing manifestoes, which can be great
fun.) In some institutions, writing courses are required. By the time students get
to MFA programs, most of them have long prepared texts that they use for grant
applications, residencies, and juried exhibitions. It can be tempting to bring in your
artist’s statement and read it in critique, but there’s a limit to how useful that is.
Teachers will balk at long statements. Some students use statements as a shield,
to protect themselves from criticism. They hope the statement will deflect the
criticism, and save them from getting hurt. Some students discover art theory, and
produce statements brimming with cool theory references. One BFA student began
her critique by saying, “I have just been reading the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan.
I am especially interested in a concept of his, called in French the objet petit a.”
A year or two later, that might develop into something more confident, like “My
work uses Jacques Lacan’s idea of the Other, especially the objet petit a.” At the
MFA level, the same student might say something even more fancy, like “My work
interrogates the Lacanian objet petit a.” As you go on through art school, you’ll learn
how to make art-world and theory-world references more and more smoothly. But
there’s a danger here, and that is that the instructor might hear your increasingly
sophisticated statement as a sign that you’re increasingly anxious about what your
work is really about, and increasingly desperate to keep the conversation on subjects
you know. That’s why an informal, honest opening statement is always best. If Lacan
fits into the conversation later, then fine. But when teachers see the Theory Shield
being raised, they’re likely to bring on the big Authority Guns.
The standard line about critiques is that it’s good to talk, in order to keep
the critique on track, steering it toward important topics and away from wild
interpretations. Control your critique, people say, and it will go better. (One summer
the School of the Art Institute even mailed out letters to incoming MFA students,
telling them how to control their critiques, but it only made everyone nervous.) But
you might also consider that control is an elusive thing, and the moment when you
actually achieve it may well be the moment when you learn the least. In addition,
art history shows that artists have been consistently misguided about what they do:
the reasons they thought their work was valuable usually aren’t the reasons we value
their work today. The lesson art history teaches in this case is that artists need to tell
themselves certain stories about their work—enabling stories, myths that let them
get on with what they want to do—but that later generations tend to care about
entirely different things. I don’t mean you shouldn’t try to tell your story: I mean
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that it’s sensible to also bear in mind that your version of what you do might be very
different from other people’s, and that telling people your story might not result in
a better critique.
In general: if you’re asked to speak, do. It’s your opportunity to tell everyone
what you intended. In my experience, chances are nearly one hundred percent that
people won’t have understood your work the way you want it understood, but that
is good. As soon as you see the mismatch between your intentions and what people
think, you’re on your way to developing your art. Some artists never listen, and
try over and over to insist on their own interpretations. Sometimes that makes for
interesting art, but it isn’t the way art usually works, and it doesn’t create rewarding
classroom experiences. Your intentions are a starting place, a diving board.
And while I’m on this subject, here’s a list of things not to say during critique.
These are show-stoppers, conversation killers:
ti*KVTUUIJOL<insert name of artist considered hopeless by the teacher, or the
name of one of the teacher’s colleagues] is the greatest living artist.”
ti*NOPUSFBMMZJOUFSFTUFEJO<insert the topic the teacher had just been talking
about].”
tićJTJTBMMBCPVUNZQSJWBUFTQJSJUVBMFYQFSJFODFw
ti*UNFBOTXIBUJUNFBOTUPNF UIBUTBMMw
tićBUTOPUIFMQGVMw12
In other words: it’s best to be flexible, open, and informal. It’s most dangerous to
be closed, rigid, paranoid, programmatic, or defensive.
And to be fair to students, here’s a list of things teachers shouldn’t say:
ti*MJLFUIFSFEDPMPSZPVVTFE wPSi*MJLFUIFGSBNF wPSi*MJLFUIFTJ[F wPS
“I like the presentation.”13 (These and a thousand like them can lead to interesting
conversations, but they can also be seriously lazy sorts of comments that are mainly
intended to fill dead air space.)
ti:PVSFBMMZOFFEUPSFBE<insert name of difficult philosopher].” (This can be
fine, provided the teacher explains why that author is pertinent, and gives an exact
reference, rather than just recommending all the author’s works.)
ti)BWFZPVFWFSMPPLFEBU<insert name of artist]?” (This one is also fine, if
you give reasons; but often the student will ask the teacher why she’s recommending
that particular artist, and she’ll say, “I don’t know why I thought of her. But you
should look at her work.”)
tićBUJTOPUBQBJOUJOH<said looking at the student’s painting].”14
ti8IZEJEZPVDIPPTFBOBSUDBSFFS w15
ti)FSFTUIFDPSSFDUXBZUPEPUIBUw

